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ABOUT MAMMOTH

The summer before her junior year, paleontology geek
Natalie Page lands an internship at an Ice Age dig site in
Texas. Natalie, who’s also a plus-size fashion blogger,
depends on the retro style and persona she developed to
shield herself from her former bullies, but vintage dresses
and designer heels aren’t compatible with digging for
fossils. Still, she’s exactly where she wants to be, and
soon she’s working alongside her favorite paleontologist
and flirting with the cutest guy in the internship.
But the paleontology field can be as dramatic as the
unpredictable Texas weather. When her hero turns out to
be less than heroic, Natalie has to unearth the confidence
to stand out in a field dominated by men. She has to let
her true self shine, even if that means defying the rules
and risking her life for the sake of a major discovery.

"A fun story told with unapologetic verve, Mammoth reminds
us that science must be open to anyone who has the
passion and ambition to learn new things about the world."
Steve Brusatte, paleontologist and best-selling author of
The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs

"Fresh and fun, this story is a love letter to paleontology, a
great example of women in STEM, and a victory for anyone
who's ever wanted to change what they see in the mirror."
Sarah Glenn Marsh, author of the
Reign of the Fallen series

ABOUT JILL

Jill Baguchinsky remembers staring down the
bones of prehistoric beasts during a trip to the
American Museum of Natural History in New
York City when she was six. That visit spurred
a lifelong fondness for paleontology that
inspired the first draft of Mammoth. While
writing Mammoth, Jill worked with several
paleontologists and trained at the Waco
Mammoth National Monument, learning how
to dig and prospect for fossils.
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